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"Easily create stunning covers in minutes, without Photoshop!" A lot of people have been asking me for a

way to create quality Ebook covers and other eCovers without Photoshop. So after playing around with

some ideas, I came up with something really cool... Web 2.0 Covers! The basic idea behind Web 2.0

covers is this... It's a template based system. You get 7 different templates, for 7 different eCover types.

So you get 1 template for each cover. What makes these templates special is:    Each template has a flat

and straight front cover, so you can just type your text into the template without tilting and distorting the

text in any way. Very easy to use.    Each template also has some 3D elements to give it a 3D look.

These 3D elements are already part of the template so you don't need to do anything extra. The 3D "look"

is already there, so you don't need any other software or action scripts. Which means you don't need

Photoshop (but you can use Photoshop if you want to).    Each template comes pre-installed with 25

different "effects" that will spice up your cover. And all you have to do is check or uncheck the effect you

want. This makes creating an eye catching cover super easy.    Each template also comes pre-installed

with 11 different "shapes" like half circles, bars, rectangles, etc.. So you can break up your cover into

sections and add some more eye candy to the cover easily.    Each templates is highly customizable, and

each part of the template comes on it's own layer that you can customize in pretty much any way you
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want. Mix and match the effects, resize and distort anything you want, change colors, etc.. So with each

template, you can create literally thousands of different combinations of covers. So your cover won't look

like all the other covers out there that are using these templates.    The main thing that makes this product

different from all the other ones, is that others only turn your cover from flat to 3D, and you still have to

create the main design itself yourself, from scratch. Web 2.0 Covers on the other hand, comes

pre-installed with all the cool effects and elements you need to create the initial design, all you have to do

is click a few buttons and check off a few boxes. So with this product you can crate not only 3D covers,

but also professional looking initial design for those 3D covers. Lets recap about what you will receive...  7

templates in PSD format.  25 pre-installed effects on each template.  11 pre-installed shapes on each

template.  A step-by-step Video Instruction.  Original sales page in english and german.  Images and a

Master Resale Rights License.  Privacy Policy-, Earnings Disclaimer-, Terms and Conditions Page. We

are authorised Reseller and in the possession of the necessary licences for this product. Therefore we do

not offend against the copyright! For the software & scripts no Support can be performed! Please visit our

Tradebit Digital Store web-produkte-com.tradebit.de
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